The Surface Transportation Board (STB) received the Contract Summaries contained in this .pdf document on May 14, 2021. Shippers desiring to file complaint and discovery petitions must do so within the time period allowed under 49 C.F.R. § 1313.10(a).
1. PARTICIPATING CARRIERS: The Kansas City Railway Company
   427 West 12th Street
   Kansas City, MO  65105

2. COMMODITY(S): 1132  CORN EXC. POPCORN SEE 01152
                   1137  WHEAT EXC. BUCKWHEAT SEE 01139
                   1144  SOYBEANS (SOYA BEANS)

3. SHIPPER: RAY-CARROLL COUNTY GRAIN GROWER

4. ORIGIN/DESTINATION(S): Tariff KCS 4032

5. DURATION OF CONTRACT: Commencement date:
                           MAY 13, 2021 through MAY 31, 2021
                           Automatic provision: not applicable

6. RAIL CAR DATA: Does not entail rail car data

7. BASE RATE: KCS 4032 Series
               Escalation not applicable

8. VOLUME: Not applicable

9. SPECIAL FEATURES: Not applicable